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Permanent synchronous motor (PMSM) drive systems incorporates magnetic bearings
performing speed control and rotor balancing control between the two stators simultaneously.
This paper deals with adjusting the motor speed based on the stator current components
measurement. The back electromotive force (back-EMF) generated in the stator is estimated by
a high-gain observer. A rotor angular position and velocity are calculated through α -β
components of the back-EMF. A motor drive is built in a vector control structure based on the
rotor flux, using PID controllers to control rotor position and speed. A speed feedback signal is
taken from the output of the High-Gain observer. Simulation results on Matlab-Simulink
software show that the output speed value follows the set trajectory, and the rotor is controlled
in the equilibrium position. This mean that the High-Gain Observer has good estimations.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, the motor of integrated magnetic bearing has been paid more attention
due to its advantages compared to traditional mechanical bearing [1]. The motor studied in
this paper is a synchronous motor with a permanent magnet attached to the rotor and two
stators with winding on either side of the rotor. Assuming that the motor shaft is raised
steadily by horizontal drive bearings, the object then has two degrees of freedom, namely
rotational motion and position displacement along the rotor shaft [2]-[3].
Mathematical model of the synchronous motor integrating magnetic bearings (PMSMAMB) exhibits nonlinearities and complex controls. Because air gap in conventional
motors is usually constant, while the PMSM-AMB has a rotor move with two degrees of
freedom. So the position of the rotor angle and the air gap between the stator and the rotor
continuously change acting to the motor parameters. Besides the control process needs to
split the channel between the torque that creates the rotation and the force acting along axial
axis. Therefore, in this paper, the vector control structure based on the rotor magnetic flux
is proposed, can solve the above problems. However, the system is necessary to perform
coordinate transformation [4]. The transformation requires accurate information about the
rotor angular position. The rotor data normally acquired through the rotation angle sensor
and speed feedback signal is also taken from this sensor. The utilization of the sensor
increases the total investment cost, increases size and reduces system reliability. Therefore,
several methods of replacing speed measuring sensors with computational techniques have
been developed [5]-[7].
In published works on control not measuring rotational speed for synchronous motors,
two approaches can be used to estimate the angular position and rotor speed.
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The first direction is based on the inductance variation due to the extreme protrusion on the
d-q axes [8]-[10],[11]-[14]. Inductance difference is used to directly estimate rotor position.
The rotor inductance can be considered as a function of the rotor position, so the rotor
position information will be obtained from the constant updating of the inductance on the
stator. This method is applicable to the kinetic process at low speed range and nearly stop.
The second approach is based on estimating the back-EMF electromotive force, which
combines the stator and current measurement [3],[5],[15]-[18]. From the back-EMF value,
we can estimate rotor angle position and calculate the rotation speed. The drawback of this
method is that the back-EMF components are too small and sensitive to disturbance and
variable motor parameters, so it is difficult to apply at low speed range and nearly stop.
However, the advantage is reduced computing volume, simplicity, ease of design and
installation in the drive system.
This paper presents a High-Gain (HG) observer is designed according to the second
approach [19]-[20] for PMSM-AMB. A vector control structure transformation sis
proposed, in which the HG observer estimates the value of the back-EMF from the stator
current measurement and the reference voltage value, thereby calculating the angular
position rotor and rotation speed. The feasibility of the method is demonstrated through
simulation results.
2. Motor mathematical model
The structure of the permanent excitation synchronous motor integrated with the
magnetic bearing is shown in Figure 1. The rotor is lifted by two horizontal magnetic
bearings. The movement in the x, y, θx, and θy directions of the rotor is assumed to depend
only on the drive control of axial magnetic bearings. The scope of the paper only pays
attention to the rotation and translational movement along the z axis, so the motor consists
of two degrees of freedom. Rotor is a flat disc with permanent magnets attached to the rotor
surface (nonsalient-pole rotor) or mounted in the rotor surface (salient-pole rotor). Each
side of the rotor is a stator, on which each stator consists of three three-phase coils that
create a rotating magnetic field in the air gap. This magnetic field generates torque of T1
and T2 on the rotor and the suction forces F1 and F2 between the rotor and each stator. Total
torque T is calculated as the addition of two component moments. The axial force F is
calculated as the difference of the two axial forces [1].
The mathematical model of the motor is presented on the axis system based on the rotor
flux (d, q) or the stator generator (α, β). Calculating axial force and torque for a stator and
then summing up to have a general mathematical model for the engine.
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Fig. 1. Structure of the permanent excitation synchronous motor integrated with the
magnetic bearing [1]
If the rotor is a salient-pole rotor, the inductance on the stator will depend on the
position of the rotor angle and on the air gap between the stator and the rotor. If the rotor is
a nonsalient-pole rotor, the inductance does not depend on the rotor angle position and the
value on the d and q axis can be considered approximately equal. Often this inductance will
be inversely proportional to the clearances, so we have the following approximate formula
[1], [2]:
'

Ls 

3 Ls 0
 L'sl
2 g

(1)
'

And mutual inductance: Lm 

3 Ls 0
2 g

(2)

For L’s0: inductance per gap unit; Lsl: leakage inductance; g = g0 ± z: clearance between
stator and rotor; g0: clearance at equilibrium position; z: displacement from the equilibrium
position. Equation of the vector voltage of a stator on the αβ coordinate system:

U s  is Rs  Ls

dis
 es
dt

(3)

With is the stator line vector, Us is the stator voltage vector. Vector es electromotive
induction:
d
d
es  m  e m
(4)
dt
de
Where λm is the flux linkage between the rotor and the stator. es is the sine function and
represents the components on the αβ coordinate system as follows:
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es  - m e sin e

es  m e cos e

(5)

Where ωe is the rotor speed, θe is the position of the rotor flux vector. From (3) we have:
Rs
1
1
 dis
 dt   L is  L us - L es

s
s
s
(6)

 dis   Rs i  1 u - 1 e
s
s
s
 dt
Ls
Ls
Ls
From the above equations, it is possible to calculate the back-EMF value if the current
and voltage information is known, the rotor position and speed can be calculated. From [1][3] control system principles:
iq1 iq 2 iq

id 1

id 0

id

id 2

id 0

id

(7)

In which id1 and id2 are components of the axial current on two stators generating axial force
F1 and F2; id0 is the offset line and has a very small value or approximate zero. If the
displacement is zero or very small compared to the air gap at the equilibrium point g0 we
have:
(8)
F 4K Fd i f id
(9)
T 2KT iq
'
2
'
3Lsd 0 4 g0 is the axial coefficient; KT
3PLsd 0i f 2 g0 is the torque
With K Fd
coefficient.

Fig. 2. Control structure does not measure motor rotation speed
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The control structure does not use a speed sensor for the synchronous motor
incorporating a magnetic bearing using the HG observer as shown in Figure 2. This
structure is based on the vector control principle based on the rotor flux on dq coordinate,
with the d-axis coinciding with the rotor flux vector [4],[5]. The rotor speed calculated by
the observer is compared with the reference speed value, then the deviation is fed into the
speed regulator Rω.
The current on the two phases of the stator on the αβ coordinate system is obtained by
measuring the current on the two real phases. The current components on the dq coordinate
system are then calculated based on the rotor position taken from the monitor. The q-axis
components are controlled by the reference values taken from the speed controller, while
the d-axis components are controlled by the reference values taken from the axial position
controller. The output of the current controller is used to calculate reference voltage values.
We need to use the transfer of the rotating coordinate system to the three-phase stator fixed
reference system. The motor direct current for stator phases is supplied from PWM pulse
width modulators. The speed controller is PI, the position controller is PID. Design
procedure of position and speed controller can be found in [2]-[3].
3. High-gain observer design
The HG observer's task is to estimate the values of esα and esβ components of the back-EMF
quickly follow the true value of the back-EMF of the motor, thereby calculating the value
of the rotor angle Ө converges fast enough. The input of the HG observer is the stator
current component and the us reference voltage on the α-β coordinate system. From (5) and
(6) we have:
di
es  - m e sin  e   Ls s  Rs is  us
dt
h

es  m e cos  e   Ls

dis
dt

(10)

 Rs is   us 
h

The back-EMF values estimated from the observer are denoted e s and e s  . The high gain
estimation is expressed as:
di
1
eˆs 
( Ls s  Rs is  us  eˆs )

dt


eˆs 

1



1





( Ls

1



1

eˆs 


dis

eˆs 
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1



h
(11)

 Rs is  us  eˆs )
h

where   and   are the factors of the HG observation. From (10) and (11), state space
representation of the system is formulated as:
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x = Ax + Bu + H

(12)

y = Cx

Where x = [is is eˆs eˆs ]T is the state vector of the observation, u = [usα usβ]T is the
input vector of the observation,
y = [is is eˆs eˆs ]T is the output vector of the observation.
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the input matrix.
(13)
 0 
1 0 0 0 
 0 
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 is a conditional matrix
 is the output matrix; H  
C 
(14)
 h /   
0 0 1 0 




0 0 0 1 
 h /   
Since the input matrix C is a unit matrix, it is straightforward to show that the rank of the
matrix [C CA CA2 CA3]T equals 4. Then the system of state equations satisfies the
observability. Definition of error between real value and estimated value is as follows:
es  es  eˆs
(15)
es  es  eˆs
Taking dereivative of (10) - (15) yields:
1
es   es  h



es  

1



(16)

es  h

From (10) the values esα and esβ are harmonic functions so exist constants h max and hmax
such that:
h  hmax and h  hmax

From [21] and (16) we have the following inequalities:
es  e( 1  )t es (0)    .hmax

es  e

( 1   ) t

es (0)    .hmax

(17)

(18)

Thus, if the coefficients ɛα and ɛβ of the HG observer are smaller then es and es will be
bounded by smaller limits es () and es () . The smaller the values of ɛα and ɛβ, are
chosen, the faster the convergence of estimated values will follow the real values of esα and
esβ of back-EMF. From the estimation of induced electromotive force, the rotor speed and
position can be calculated using the following equation:
eˆ
(19)
ˆe  arctan( s )
eˆs
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ˆ e 

eˆs2  eˆs2

(20)

m

dˆ
(21)
dt
According to (20), the speed is plausible, but this value depends on the linkage flux,
which is the quantity affected by the ambient temperature. According to (22), speed is more
assured, especially in the medium and high-speed range, but is affected by process noise.
Or ˆ e 

4. Simulations and results
This paper presents mixed-integer linear programming model that allows accurately and
comprehensive representation the main technical and operating characteristics of thermal
power units in the unit commitment problem on the spot market. Model incorporates the
linear formulation of non-convex and non-differentiable variable costs, time-dependent
start-up costs and inter-temporal constraints typically addressed as nonlinear. To
demonstrate the system's stability and the observation capability of the HG observation set,
an experiment was performed on simulation software. With the parameters of the motor
include phase resistance is 2.6 Ω; the air gap between the stator and the rotor is 1 mm; the
rotor mass is 0.28kg; the moment of inertia is 10.6x10-6 kgm2; the amplitude of the flux
flux generated by the permanent magnet is λm = 0.022 Wb.
When the set speed is 4500 rpm, at the moment of 0.65 s the load torque affects the
system. Figure 3 shows that the estimation speed is very fast with real speed value and the
error is negligible.

Fig. 3. Speed response under the influence of load torque
Figure 4 shows the response of the two current components id and iq, where the iq current
at the beginning has a large value to accelerate the motor to quickly reach the set value,
then the value drops very small at the end of the transition mode. Figure 5 shows that when
the load is applied, the back-EMF component on the α axis of the observer adheres to the
back-EMF component of the motor very well.
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Fig. 4. Current responses id and iq

Fig. 5. Actual and observed esα component

Fig. 6. Actual and observed esβ component

Fig. 7. Speed response
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a) Response of esα

b) Response of esβ
Fig. 8. Back-EMF components on α-β coordinate
Figure 6, back-EMF components on the β axis of the observer follow the Back-EMF
components of the motor very fast and few errors. Thus, in this case the HG observer
estimates that the components esα and esβ have a sinusoidal form, with the same amplitude
and following the observed value.
When changing the speed setting value from 2500 rpm- 3500 rpm- 1500 rpm we get
Figure 7. Estimated speed from the observation is still capable of adhering to the speed of
real value. The components esα and esβ at the output of the HG monitor continue to be the
same sinusoidal form and follow the motor Back-EMF. Changing the speed setting value
does not change the estimation time of the monitor.
5. Conclusion
The paper presented the control system without measuring a rotation speed for the
synchronous motor with integrated magnetic bearing. By taking the input signal to the
observer, the reference voltage and stator current, performing an estimation of the backEMF electromotive force as the basis for calculating the position and rotor speed. The
system works stably at medium speed range upwards, in which the interaction between
axial position control and speed control has also been limited. However, the peak
phenomenon caused by the load disturbance affects the quality of the output speed. The
future work will involve in expending high-gain observer ability to deal with system
external disturbances.
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